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page 41:
The Cellini collection is a contemporary celebration of classicism and the eternal elegance of traditional
timepieces, combining the best of Rolex know-how and its high standards of perfection with an approach that
heightens watchmaking heritage in its most timeless form. The Cellini Moonphase has a white lacquer dial with a
blue enamelled disc at 6 o’clock showing the full moon and the new moon, the former depicted by a meteorite
applique and the latter by a silver ring.

page 42:
The legendary Cosmograph Daytona chronograph is presented in three new versions in 18kt yellow, white or
Everose gold, fitted on the innovative Oysterflex bracelet in elastomer reinforced with a metal blade, and
equipped with a monobloc Cerachrom bezel. This latest evolution is a blend of high technology and sleek
aesthetics, and pays tribute to the 1965 model, which had a black Plexiglas bezel.

page 43:
The Oyster Perpetual Skydweller is introduced in a choice of yellow or white Rolesor versions, with new dials
featuring rectangular index hour markers and chromalight display with long-lasting luminiscence. This distinctive
technological masterpiece provides the information global travellers need to keep track of time at a glance: a 24hour second time zone, and annual calendar. The innovative and intuitive Ring Command setting system confirms
the style and outstanding technique of this timepiece.

page 44:
Launched in 1992, the Rolex Yacht-Master soon became the brand’s emblematic nautical watch. Sleek, sporty,
and distinguished, it is now available in a 37mm, with case and bracelet in Rolesor Everose (combination of steel
and Everose gold) with chocolate dial.

page 45:
The Yacht-Master II is equipped with a new dial, and new hands that are characteristic to Rolex Professional
models, enhancing legibility and sharpening its aesthetic appeal. The dial now features a triangular hour marker
at 12 o’clock and a rectangular hour marker at 6 o’clock for more intuitive reading of the watch, while a
luminescent disc on the hour hand clearly distinguishes it from the minute hand.

page 46:
Launched in 1945, the Rolex Datejust consolidated all three of Rolex’s major innovations: self-winding,
waterproof, with date. The new Oyster Perpetual Datejust 41 features a redesigned, thinner case featuring either
a plain steel or a fluted white gold bezel, and the new caliber 3235, with a power reserve of approximately 70
hours.

page 47:
The Lady-Datejust 28 is now available in a white Rolesor (combining steel and a white gold fluted or gem-set
bezel) or steel versions. These new Lady-Datejust models feature a redesigned, larger 28mm case and a new
generation mechanical movement, equipped with the Rolex-patented Syloxi hairspring silicon.

page 48:
The classic Ref. 5170 men’s chronograph now comes in a platinum case for the first time: an elegant and equally
inimitable look for the manually wound movement with six patented innovations. Manually wound mechanical
movement; central chronograph hand and 30-minute counter; seconds subdial; tachymeter scale; blue sunburst
dial, black gradated, baguette diamond hour markers; sapphire-crystal case back; water resistant to 30 m.

page 49:
The Ref. 5396 men’s Annual Calendar in rose gold surprises aficionados with a new blue sunburst dial and applied
hour markers in gold or with baguette diamonds: the prominent and elegant contrast emphasizes the face with a
double in-line aperture for the day and month, the date aperture at 6 o’clock, and the moon-phase aperture. Selfwinding mechanical movement; day, date and month in apertures; moon phases and 24-hour display; sweep
seconds hand; sapphire-crystal case back; water resistant to 30 m.

page 50:
To salute the 40th anniversary of its acclaimed ultra-thin self-winding caliber 240 movement, Patek Philippe
presents the Calatrava with an offset subsidiary seconds dial and analog date in a new white-gold version with a
2mm-larger diameter. The graphic look of the dial in ebony black and silvery gray is reminiscent of the legendary
Ref. 5000 that was launched in 1991 and followed by the Ref. 6000 in 2011.

page 51:
The Ref. 5960 self-winding flyback chronograph with Annual Calendar has been cased in white gold for the first
time, in a technically elegant look underscored with a blue dial, a calf leather strap with contrast stitching, and
guilloched pushers that recall certain Patek Philippe “vintage” models. The steel model features a new ebony
black opaline dial. Self-winding mechanical movement; 60-minute and 12-hour monocounter; sweep seconds
hand (chronograph hand); day, date and month in apertures; power-reserve and day/night indication; sapphirecrystal case back; water resistant to 30 m.

page 52:
A broad array of artisanal techniques transforms this new self-winding Calatrava Haute Joaillerie into a highly
seductive and refined jewelry watch: it features an engraved feather motif on mother of pearl, a full complement
of staggered-set diamonds and pink sapphires on the case and buckle as well as a snow setting on the dial. Ultrathin self-winding mechanical movement; 18K gold dial plate; engraved hands; sapphire-crystal case back; water
resistant to 30 m; white gold.

page 53:
The ultra-thin self-winding Ladies First Perpetual Calendar is now available in a new white-gold model that
complements the rose-gold version. Self-winding mechanical movement; day, date, month, leap year and 24-hour
display by hands; moon phases; interchangeable full back and sapphire-crystal case back; water resistant to 30 m.

page 54:
Inspired by the first wristwatch produced in 1812 by A. L. Breguet for Caroline Murat – Napoleon’s sister and
Queen of Naples - the Reine de Naples models are a perfect synthesis between refined femininity and modern
jewellery. This white gold, cambered ovoid model with delicately fluted caseband, sports a bezel, dial flange and
lug set with 139 diamonds.

page 55:
Both in Ultrathin and Complicated models, the whole Classique line reflects Breguet’s exquisite Art and rigorous
craft. The Classique Moon Phase enchants collectors with a dial in “Grand Feu” enamel indicating the age and
phases of the Moon.

page 56:
The elegant stainless steel Master Ultrathin Small Seconds features a deep azurite blue dial that adds an extra
measure of style and originality. The small seconds are housed in a highly legible and very subtle secondary dial.

page 57:
Taking inspiration from the original 1931 model, the Reverso Tribute Moon in steel includes the Duo concept,
which presents two different time zone displays on two back-to-back dials. The silver-coloured front has metallic
blue hand-appliqued hour-markers, while the blue, velvety clous de paris back sports a day/night indicator
showing the Sun and the Moon in perfect harmony, a celestial metaphor for this outstanding watch.

page 58:
The new Luminor Due 3 Days Automatic is presented for the first time in titanium, with a blue sandwich dial with
a sun-brushed finish, and a leather strap in the same colour. The ingenious structure of the P.4000 calibre, the
first Panerai automatic movement with an off-centre micro-rotor made of tungsten, and the work of the
designers has enabled the thickness of the case to be reduced by about 40% (10.7 mm), while maintaining the
solidity, strength and functionality of the watch and leaving its distinctive design unchanged.

page 59:
2017 marks the 13th year of Panerai Classic Yacht Challenge, the most prestigious international circuit of regattas
classic and vintage sails, and celebrates this exceptionally lasting partnership with a series of watches for sea
lovers. Classic and contemporary aspects are perfectly integrated in the sporty elegance of Luminor 1950
Regatta, Panerai’s New Chronograph with Regatta Countdown function, dedicated to all who love Classic Sailing
Yachts.

page 60: Leonardo da Vinci once said that simplicity is the ultimate sophistication; Ulysse Nardin has made this
saying the cornerstone of its philosophy. In its purest definition, the Moonstruck Worldtimer recreates the
moon’s orbit and the apparent movement of the sun around the globe: on the dial of this 100-piece limited
edition all the World’s time zones are displayed simultaneously, alongside the Moon phases.

page 61:
Through its 171 years of activity, Ulysse Nardin has repetedly been associated with great ships, its reliability
appreciated by crews and recognized in numerous awards. Today, a new icon is born within the Brand: the
Marine Annual Calendar with a Grand Feu enamel dial; easy to use and to wear, this magnificent watch
exemplifies innovation for practicality’s sake, with forwards and backwards date setting, COSC chronometer
certification, annual calendar with power reserve and screwed-in crown.

page 62:
F.P. Journe has created a warm-coloured dial that perfectly matches the 40mm platinum case and caramel
alligator strap of the Octa Automatique Reserve, the result of a process of combination between gold and
ruthenium. The one-metre long mainspring and extremely fast automatic winding give this watch an autonomy of
more than five days and make it very comfortable to wear.

page 63:
The only electro mechanical movement in luxury watch-making, the Elegante 48 goes automatically on sleeping
mode after 30 minutes motionless to save energy, providing an autonomy of 8 to 10 years. When the watch is
worn again, a sensor gives the impulse to the mechanical parts for reset to the exact time.

page 64:
Dedicated to men whose style admits no compromise, the Octo Ultranero models express an all-Italian
temperament in the architecture of their DLC (Diamond Like Carbon) coated cases. Available in full black, or with
contrasting rose gold bezel, the Octo Velocissimo Chronograph is powered by the manufacture BUL328 caliber,
precise to the tenth of a second.

page 65:
Born from a love for light and time, Lucea captures a sophisticated and understated elegance in its instantly
recognizable design. This year sees the introduction of blue and purple dials.

page 66:
As a traditional watchmaking company, Longines has been producing exceptional timepieces since the very
beginning; the Longines Master Collection is the perfect illustration of this ethos: all fitted with self-winding
movements, the various models in this collection offer many special features. Master Chronograph Quantième
Moon phase: hours, minutes, small seconds with 24 hours indicator at 9 o’clock; date indicated by the half-moon
central hand; moon phase; column wheel chronograph; day and month display at 12 o’clock; transparent case
back with sapphire crystal.

page 67:
In Longines’ purest watchmaking tradition, the Record automatic models combine classic elegance and
excellence, in a movement including a single-crystal silicon balance spring. Self-winding; COSC certified;
transparent case back with sapphire crystal.

page 68:
The Hydroconquest line is dedicated to men and women looking for a high-performance timepiece that combines
technical innovation and elegance. Unidirectional rotating bezel; water resistant to 30 bar; screw-down case back.

page 69:
The Heritage models are a tribute to the pioneering spirit that has inspired Longines designers since the
company’s early days: the brand’s products accompanied many pioneers in their adventures in the air, on land
and under the see. In the Legend Diver Longines combines the original beauty of the most remarkable among its
former products with cutting-edge watchmaking technology.

page 70:
A silvery Moon on a Spring night; a glistening star reaches its peak and disappears: with its rounded, delicate lines
the Longines PrimaLuna is a tribute to this silvery star, illuminated by a play of sparkling diamonds. Graceful,
magical, this is a model that will seduce women who appreciate contemporary, sophisticated elegance.

page 71:
Since its inception, the Longines DolceVita collection has illustrated contemporary elegance in a homage to the
sweetness of life. Today, a new chapter in this collection opens with a unique interpretation featuring softened
lines, which will not fail to impress women who have made charm a way of life.

page 72:
Since the presentation in 1970 of the Prince Oysterdate Chronograph, its first chronograph, TUDOR has always
produced watches that are closely tied to the world of motorsports.
This year, the famous Heritage Black Bay family welcomes a new model, its first chronograph powered by the
Manufacture Calibre MT5813, column wheel and vertical clutch.

page73:
TUDOR’s famous Heritage Black Bay divers’ watch is now available in a new steel and gold version. Fitted with the
Manufacture Calibre MT5612, the Heritage Black Bay S&G model also introduces a date function to the Black Bay
family.

page74:
TUDOR’s famous Heritage Black Bay divers’ watch is now available in a new all-steel version with a brushed steel
bezel insert. Fitted with the Manufacture Calibre MT5612, the Heritage Black Bay Steel model also introduces a
date function to the Black Bay family.

page75:
TUDOR revisits the feminine Clair de Rose line with new models dedicated to women, available exclusively in
steel with mechanical movements. In a classic, refined and timeless spirit, it uses the brand’s historic aesthetic
codes without straying from the gentle curves of its middle case and its striking winding crown, which on this
model is set with a blue spinel cabochon.

Page 76:
QLOCKTWO makes you pause and look at time in a different way: the typographic display combines the moment
with the written word and turns it into a statement: “It is half past seven.” All QLOCKTWO Classic (45x45x2cm),
QLOCKTWO Touch (13,5x13,5x1,8cm) and QLOCKTWO Large (90x90x3,5cm) models are available in over 20
languages. Each front cover of the QLOCKTWO Creator’s Edition Rust is corroded by hand in an elaborate process,
known in architecture as “corten steel”; further treatment renders the surface resistant to abrasion, so each piece
is individual, laser signed and numbered.

Page 77:
A table clock with alarm function, the QLOCKTWO Touch has a body made from a solid aluminum block with a
front cover made from brushed stainless steel or seven colors of polished acrylic glass.

page 78:
Glass Chrono is the result of an extraordinary collaboration between Erwin Sattler and Jan Frydrych, the Czech
artist renowned for his perfectly formed glass objects. Cardanically suspended at the centre of this gleaming
optical glass sculpture, the movement of this marine clock with world time display and power reserve indicator
can rotate by a full 360°, thus always returning to its horizontal position, inspite of any disruptions from its
surroundings.

page 79:
Sinclair Harding’s range of Sea Clocks are inspired by the great John Harrison, probably the most famous Briton in
the history of clockmaking, who designed and built the first real marine chronometer enabling mariners to
determine Longitude at sea. Perhaps his best-known invention is the unique escapement, which gives the clock its
popular name, 'The Grasshopper': the subtle and almost silent 'lock and release' action of the pallets permits
them to work without oil and at the same time make it so enduringly fascinating to watch.

page 80:
Dietrich introduces Time Companion an every-day/every-situation timepiece with the rounded six-sided shape
which runs at the core of its identity. Case, frame and bezel in stainless steel, vertical brushed and polished;
stainless steel polished screws on bezel; black dial, white-night luminescent Super Luminova on hands and
indexes; custom cut Sapphire glass with Anti-glare coating on both sides; water resistant up to 50 mt.

